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Forfans of Donald Westlake, Robert B. Parker, John Gardner, and Robert CraisBOOK DESCRIPTION:
MISTAKEIN IDENTITY is a noir detective novel about Simon Harry, a straight-shooting, foul-
mouthed, homicide detective with a stripper girlfriend. Simon isnt wellliked by the rest of the force,
so when hes paired with Sergeant Richard Goodfor his latest case, things feel a little too ironic. The
caseseems pretty cut-and-dry--drugs, murder, easy enough--but that assessment quicklychanges.
With several mistakes in deduction, and a few unexpected twists, theinvestigation becomes more
complicated. Pretty soon, Good and Harry findthemselves in the middle of a prostitution ring
headed by a couple wishing tomake a quick buck. It appears the couple was also involved in the
murder. AsHarry gets close to solving the case, the crooks capture him and Good, whichputs their
lives in danger. But their first priority is to save the younggirls, then they can attempt to escape with
their lives. MISTAKE INIDENTITY is a fun read filled with amateurs and professionals, but most of
thetime, its hard to tell the difference between...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful for all class of folks. It is really simplified but excitement from the 50 percent of your ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any moment
of your time (that's what catalogs are for about if you check with me).
-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V-- Pr of . Za cha r y Pollich V

The publication is great and fantastic. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom You wont truly feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's
what catalogues are for about if you ask me).
-- Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III--  Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III
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